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Background
● Bidirectional Encoder Representations 

from Transformers (BERT) [1]:
○ Deep language representations with 

learned encoding of context between 
tokens.

● Fine-tuning: Additional training of a 
model, on a specific dataset to perform a 
specific task (classification, entity 
recognition, question answering)

● Humor Detection: Determining whether 
text is humorous based on linguistics.
○ ColBERT[2] &  “A Transformer Gets the 

Last Laugh” (TGtLL) [3]

● Dataset creation: 
○ Text is preprocessed into a unified format and labeled:

● Model creation:
○ The classifiers are built on top of the pre-trained BERT 

model:

● Dynamic Batching [4] & Fine-Tuning Techniques [5][6]
○ Decreased number of padding tokens

● DilBERT2 compared against simple classifiers, TGtLL & ColBERT
○ Assessed on the basis of accuracy and F1-scores on different 

datasets
■ Dilbert, Garfield, ColBERT, Short Jokes, Pun Of The Day 

(POTD)

Conclusions
● DilBERT2 outperforms or matches the 

chosen baselines on the task of humor 
detection.

● Predictions achieved from the task of 
sentiment analysis are not reliable.

● Classification results of DilBERT2 for 
humor detection could be used within 
the comic generating GAN pipeline.

Research 
Questions

● Can a pre-trained BERT model be 
fine-tuned  on a domain of comic text, 
on task of humor detection and 
sentiment analysis?

● How does DilBERT2 compare to existing 
humor classifiers and how does it 
perform on the sentiment analysis 
task?

● Can the classification results be used as 
input for the comic generating GANS.

ColBERT POTD

ΔTokens 60% 66%

ΔTime 35% 60%

Method Dataset Accuracy F1-Score

DilBERT2 Dilbert 79% 81%
DilBERT2 POTD 99% 99%
TGtLL POTD 93% 93%
DilBERT2 ColBERT 96% 96%
ColBERT ColBERT 98% 98%

Accuracy F1-Score
DilBERT2 65%-80% 64%-81%

(a)

(b)

Fig 1. Sample data from: (a) grammatically correct (b) parsed Dilbert datasets for humor classification.

Fig. 2 The architecture of the DilBERT2 classifiers.

Table I: Differences in the 
number of tokens and training 
times when training DilBERT2 
with dynamic batching on the 
ColBERT & POTD.

Table II: Comparisons of scores between DilBERT2 and chosen 
baselines on chosen datasets on the task of humor detection.

Table III: Found accuracy and F1-Score range on the task of 
sentiment analysis on the Dilbert dataset.
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